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Summary
A process baabeen developed and demonstrated in 17 field
tests in which sand proppant is added to a nitrogen gas
sdnudation treatment. Excepting minor problems with five
treatments, all recent applications have been operationally
successful. The early production results from two offset
wells show decline curve improvement from the nitrogenga.dsand treatment. Theories based on observed data from
well treatments have been developed.
Displacement of proppant without the use of water or
other liquids is a significant advantage both environmentally and economically. Additionally, the process
causes no formation damage, and the welf cleanup is
rapid. The current major disadvantage is the small
amounts of proppant displaced, although improved process design already has shown an increase in sand quantities. A wide variety of stimulation conditions involving
flow rates, total nitrogen, number of perforations, and
well depths have been tried.
Introduction
The use of nitrogen gas alone as a stimulation treatment
haa been practiced since 1978. Preliminary investigations
into the specifics of this process have been published by
several authors. 1,2Nkrogen gas has been the most widely
used stimulation treatment on the Devonian shale for
several reasons.
The advantages of using nimogen gas on the shale are
as follows.
1. Nkrogen gas, being inert, is nondamaging to the
shale, Problems with clay swelling, ckay mjgration, or oil
and water emulsions are eliminated.
2. Nitrogen gas stimtiated wells will cleanup quickly
in most cases. Contdled cleanup will cause minimal
permeab~ity damage horn fmctnred formation tines moving to the wellbore.
3. There is no liquid invasion of the microfractures in
the shale, thus preventing possible reduction of the longterm productivity of the well.
4. The cost for a nitrogen gas treatment is usually less
than for other stinmfation methods, which allows a quicker
retrim cm invested capital.
These advantages provide a strong case for nitrogen gas
stimufatiom, however, there is one disadvantage that has
caused limited acceptance of the technique by some.
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The lack of any type proppant being used with a
nitrogen gas stimulation treatment has provided the
strongest argument against it. The contention that fracture conductivity cannot be maintained without proppant
is well known. Production results showing rapid decline
curves are given as corroboration to the lack of fracture
conductivity after the nitrogen gas fracture. It has been
demonstrated that some natural propping dots occur under
certain conditions. 1 However, any additional placement
of a proppant wouId improve the expected results from
a nitrogen gas fracture. Thk placement of proppant and
the process description thereof are the main concerns of
this paper.
The three main considerations when adding proppant
to a nitrogen
gas fracture
are (1) proppant transport
capability of nitrogen gas; (2) created fracture geometry
capacity to accept proppan~ and (3) a metlmd to add proppant to a high-velocity nitrogen gas stream under pressure.
The approach selected to investigate these considerations
was to perform an experimental treatment on a gas well
completed in a shale interval. Before thk treatment,
preIiminm-y testing was used to determine proppant
transport abili~ of nitrogen gas.
The test was set up as shown in Fig. 1. Nitrogen gas
was pumped down the 2&in. [6.O-cm]mbmg at velocities
~ging from 27 to 120 ft/sec [8.23 to 36.58 m/s] and
out the three perforations. Then, 20/40-mesh sand was
added to the nitrogen gas stream at the various nitrogen
rates. The sand was transported out the perforations at
all rates. At 27 ft/sec [8.23 m/s], aand was transported
out the bottom perforation only. At 120 iVsec [36.58 nrls],
sand was carried out all three perforations. Vkual inspection inside the tubing after pumping stopped showed
minimal sand left inside the tubing below the bottom perforation. From this test, it was concluded that nitrogen
gas could be used to transport proppant and, if a created
fracture was wide enough, the proppant cordd be displaced
into it.
The test to determine the creation of adequate fracture
width was designed to be an experimental treatment on
a well completed in a gas-bearing shale. The treatment
was simply to pump a pad of nimogen gas followed by
more nitrogen gas carrying 20/40-mesh sand. Total job
size was 1,700 bbl [270.3. m3 ], with 60% being pad and
40% carrying aand at an average concentration of 0.3
Ibm/gal [0. 14 k /m3]. Maximum rate achieved was 20
bbl/min [3.2 m3 /s]. The pressure averaged 3,500 psi
901
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[’24.1 MPa] throughout the job, with no increase when
the first graim of sand entered the fmctnre. Flowback
afterward to clean up the “well brought back ve~ littk
sand. The succcss of this treatment supported the notion
that proppzmt could indeed be added to a nitrogen gas
stimulation treatment. FurtAer investigation was wsrmntcd, which necessitated the proper surface equipment
to do the job.
A truck-mounted, prototype blender was built to add
sand to the nitrogen gas being pumped downhole. The
purpose ofthisblender was to fill thegap between the
first completely experimental setup and projected,
specialized eqnipment in the future. All stimulations to
date have used this proto~pe blender. The blender is a
pressure vesseIthnt can be manifolded to the wellhead
to inject the sand (see Fig. 2). The origimd design has
been modified as a result of observations made during the
17 well treatments to date. In essence, each job performed
so fxr has been experimental, and the data gathered have

(
(

been analyzed to enhrmce equipment performance and
process design. Coupled with tiis field experimentation,
laboratory simulations were begnn to ennble visualization
of the sand trsnsport mechanism.
The laboratory studies involved both the use of computer modeling and construction of a physical model to
observe tie behavior of sand being transported by a gas.
Computer modeling was done by entering wmiables determined from resnlts of nitrogen-gadsand fmctnre jobs
previously perfommd. The direction taken was to develop
a method to design tirture treatments in tcnns of rate, totaf
niwogen gas, and total sand to be used. The physical model
provided information used to alter the treatment design.
Even more significant, the model contl’mcd suppositions
made from field observations about the actual wellbore
ssnd transport mechanisms of nitrogen gas. In essence,
the laboratory studies provided confirmation that the process would work and established a basis for evslnation of
the nitrogen-gas/samd treatment.
Evaluation of results from nitrogen-gas/sand treatments
are to date incomplete. Paucity of production datn from
the treated wells is the pritrmy reason. The cnrrent natural
gas surplus has prevented wells from being tumcd into
the line once they are clcnned up. Secondarily, the number
of wells treated is not great enough to provide a vtild comparison. The normal scatter in shale well production
figures requires at least 100 wells for evaluation of treatment success. However, as will be discussed later, some
production figures are available to support the nitrogengas/ssnd method being superior to a nitrogen-gas-only
treatment.
Proppant Tmnspozt Mechanism
Model Study. To demonstrate quxlitntively nnd to understand better what trsnsport mechanisms were occurring
in the fracture during pumping, an acrylic model of a fracture and wellbore was constructed, as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2—Location layout.
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Fig. 3—Acrylic fracture model,

Two acrylic plates, approximately 2x7 ft [0.61 x2.13 m],
were spaced % in. [0.64 cm] apart to simulate the fmctrrre walls and width.’ Acrjlic cssing with a 1~~-in.
[4.01-cm] ID was used to represent the wellbore.” Four
perforations conneiled the wellbore to the fracture. In
some tests, + wire mesh screen wss placed between the
plates to act as a bfidging point in the fracture.
To.simulate srnfnce equipment, hvo cylindrical pressure
vessels were tillkd with 40/70-mksh sand and then sealed
to prevent lesksge. V&es were irrstslled at the bottom
outlet curinections m Coriirol +e mass”flow rate of ssnd
into the gas stre~. Air, provided by a compressor, was
used to csrry ssrrd throu@ “the@tern. we nir compressor
was capable of producing flow rates of up to 20 scflmiu
[0.57’m3/min], rcsuiting in gas velocities up to approx:
imately 7 ft/sec [2.1 rids] behyeen the plates, 48 R/set
[14.6 m(s] down me wellbore (casing), and 85 ftkec [25.9
MIS]through the perforations. Compamble velocities for
actnrd frac~re jobs were approximately 7.5 fdsec [2.3
m/s] in the ~actures, 6? fi/sec [18.3 m/s] down the casing, and 300 ft/sec [91.4 m/s] through the perforations.
Gas velocities in @e model were lower than actual cases
because of pressure hits oi the appmatus and because
lower velocities showed more pronounced bsnk for the
limit-cd length of the plates.
In this configuration, seversl tests were made to observe
the chzacteristics and location of the proppant bank.
Various gas and proppant flow rates were used.
Equilibrium velocity, &fined by Babcock et al. 3 as”“the
veloci~ necessay to mainttin “tie propping agents
suspended in the fracturing fluid, ” was achieved in b.
number 6f these tests. It was concluded that the proppant
banked or deposi~d in orie of two ways.
Fhst, if the fracture height wss greater than the
equilibrium height, then the proppant deposited new the
wellbore until @e height of the bank exceeded the
equiHbrium bsnk height (Fig. 4). Proppant then was
transported toward the tip of the +cture, where a greater
open height caused the veloci~” to decr~se and prOPp~t
to deposit. In cases where the mesh scn+r wss used, propMAY1985

pant bridged off and very quickly screened out the fmcture tip. Second, if the fracture height was less than the
equilibrium height @lg. 5), proppaut was transported immediately towtid the fracture tip, where it again quickly
bridged off. These two basic transport mechanisms
don@ated the test runs. However, because of the high
velocity of the gss at the perforations, a more complex
mechanism for transpoxt existed near the wellbore. By
intentionally blocking various cornbinitions of perforations on tie model, the effect of perforation geometry and
Perforation gas velocities on the bank location could be
~bserved. Whh dl four perforations open, proppsnt wordd ffl the
wellbore (casing) quickly until it reached the lowest open
perforation. The bank then formed at a distance awav from
he weIlbore equal to the trajectory distance. As th~ b@
grew, proppant moved back toward the wellbore until the
bank coved and plugged the perforation. Proppzuit then
filled the weUbore up to the next open perforation, and
tie process was repeated until equilibrium veloci~ in the
fracture was achieved.
When @If the perforations were intentionally blocked
to increase gas tieloci~ at the wellbore, a sirpilar bank
shape was generated. However, in this configuration, the
bank formed away froni the wellbore, and only minimnl
proppsnt was deposited near the perforations @lg. 6).
There SISOwas an absence of proppamt movement”toward
the wel!bore, which prevented plugging of the perforations. “Asa result, minimsl proppant wss deposited in the
casing. As anticipated, it was concluded from these tests
tit higher perforation gas v&locities moved proppant
away fsom the wellbore and resulted in reduced fracture
conductivity near the wellbore.
Another important observation was that during all the
tests, once the proppnnt containers were emptied, any titlrer pumping of gas tended only to erode the bnqk in the
fractur$ i.e., overtlrrshing would push the ssnd in the
fracture back away from the wellbore. It was deduced,
tierefore, mat overilushing should be avoided to prevent
conductivity mductioms in the fracture nesr the wellbore.
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Fig. 4-Bank
shape for case of fracture height greater than
equilibrium height

Fig. 5—Bank shape for case
equilibrium height.

TABLE

of fracture

height

less than

I—RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR TREA ,TMENT OF
100 FT OF DEVONIAN SHALE

Perforated interval, ft
Perforation size, in.
Perforation number
Rat-hole below bottqm perforation, ft
Volume of nitrogen gas, bbl
Pump rate, bbllmin
Nitrogen Dad volume, oh of total volume
Amount of sand, Ibm

10 to 100
0.39
30
10 or less
900
50
30 to 50
10,000

Conclusions. By lootig at the sinilnritics between field
cases and model tests, a theoretical mechsnism for
dowrdrole proppamt transport cmr be formulated.
Proppant is deposited in the rat-hole until the leveI
reaches the lower perforations. At thk point, nll subsequent proppmrt enters the fracture. However, because
eqtilbrirnrr velocity in the fracture is easily achieved,
proppnnt is transported quickly toward the tip of the fracture. Because of the mmrowing of fracture width, propp?m begins to bridge off. As proppant is packed toward
the wellbore, the result is a slow increase in surface
treating pressure.
The shape of the resulting proppant bsnk in the fracture is shown ~ Fig. 7. Note that most of the bank is away
from the weflbore. Consequently, this fracture will tend
to close near the wellbore ”under in-situ stresses and give
a lower conductivity at the wellbore. Ideally, the largest
portion of tie bmrk should” be nearest the wellbore.
However, conductivity will stio be greater than that of
a simple oitrogen fracture under the same in-situ stress,
brjection pressure smd rate, nnd reserw+r conditions.
Treatment Procedu~
The principal apphcation of the nitrogen-gas/sand process to date has beep on the Devonimr .shsle, with select
perforation intervals d&ibuted over the typicsl 3,000-ft
[914-m] shale intem%l. Each we13requires a custom fmctnre design for gas/sand displacement. The geometry
904
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shape for case of high perforation velocity.

Fig. 7—Probably shspe of Broppant bank in frscture, actual case.

created by the pay zone Wlc!aress, spacing between pay
zones, srrd the perforation pattern most likely will be different for every well. For best resrdts with ga.+mrd, bet+
the created fracture geometry and tbe wellbore
aerodynsmk flow pattern need to be irrcorporated in the
fracture design. Both these variables cmr be controlled
somewhat by perforation pattern desi=mwhile, at the same
time, opening the wellbore to the highest priority pay
zones. These controllable, independent variables, along
with injection
pressure,
flow” rates, and gasls~d
ratio,
provide the, opportunity for prncess optimization based,
on the primsry dependent variable of interest (i.e., the
proppant distribution slong the fractnre). Smrd size selection ~so provides some options. To increase proppant
penetration and tmnsport efficiency, a smnller-mesh proppmt can be used.
The recommended treatment procedure for a nitrogengas/smrd stimrdntion treatment includes the guidelines
listed in Table 1.
The. typical equipment hookup to the well is shown in
Figs. 2 md 8. Of specinl note is Fig. 8, showing the
wellhead cdiguration.
This design was adopted to pr&vent erosion of tubukws from h@r-rate flows of gas and
ssrrd by injecting sand into tire h@r-rate gas nfter it’ ‘turns
the comer” into +e wellhead.
The sequence of events for the treatment consists of a
p&oration brenkdown followed by the nimogen pad, then
by the ssnd mid nitrogen, then by nitrogen flush. Fig. 9
is the smface-treadug pressure chart from i representative
job. Item A is the perforation brenkdown where
hydrochloric acid had bekn spotted in the casing @reviously swabbed dry) across the perfo@ons ~d pressure applied. Once the breakdown occurred, maximum pumping
rate was established to PUP the nitrogen pad. At Item
B, the rate was decreased by 20% and sand @jection
started. Maximum smrd concentration was O.4 Ibm/gal
[0.2 kg/m”3]. The pressure began to increase at Itirn C.
The incr&r.sein pressure was because of tie progressive
sandout of the perforations, since there was no chrmge
JOURNAL OF PETROLEUM
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Fig. 9-Surface

Fig. 8—Wel[ head hookup

made in the pump rate. The treatment is self-diverting as
some perforations sand up and others break down and
begin taking treatment, thus eliqinatipg any need for perforation sealer balls. At Item D, sand injection was
stopped and a small volume of flush was pumped. Item
E shows ~e shutdown and final “shut-in pressure. Total
pump time on this job was 19 minutes. Since the intervsl
treated was short, the amounts of nitrogen and sand were
decreased accordingly.
Dam and Results
Table 2 contains some of tie pertinent information on each
nitrogen-gas/sand treatment performed b? date. In addition to thk information, iome riotes on the jobs are as
follows
Job 2. No sand was put into the fracture because of
equipment problems.
Job 4. The design of this job was to place only 1,000
Ibm [454 kg] Ofproppant in the fracture. No attempt was
made to place maximum @d in the fracture.
Job 6. Premature sandout was caused by a concentratcfl
slug of sand. The job was halted and the well was flowed
back several times to remove the sand slug. .Aftir the slug
was removed, the job proceedod as designed.

TABLE 2—JOB

71.,,

.!..l

.$.

pressure behavior of treatment.

Job 8. This well was compIeted in two zones, with the
top zone be@g treated with nitrogen-gas/s8nd. The upper zone was expected to produce oil.
Job 9. This well also was drilled for oil production. No
oil was produced at the perforated interval, so plans are
being” made for recompletion.
Job 13. T!ris is Well Goose Creek (G.C.) 1, wl+ch will
be discussed later.
Jobs 16 mid 17. ~ese are the two stages of Well G.C.
2.’s treatment, which also will be discussed later.
Studies of sthmdation jobs in which nitrogen was the
sole transporting agent for the proppant resulted in the
following observations and conclusion. First, in jobs with
short rat-holes (less than ‘1Oft [3 m]), very little proppant could be found in the.casing, and ordy 2 to 3 .CUft
[0.05 to 0.08 m3] of proppant was produced when the
wefls were flowed back. Since approximately 3,000 to
5,000 lbm [1361 to 2268 kg] of 20/40-mesh sand were
pumped in these casca, indications are that most of the
sand was placed in the “fracture. Second, if a longer rathole existed, then proppant was deposited in the casing
until the level of the proppitrd reached approximately the
level of me lower perforations, d+endipg on tie nitr~gen
injection rate. AU propparit then would en~r the ffactnre.

DATA FOR ALL WELLS TREATED

TO DATE
Proppant

Job
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
MAY 1985

Job
Date
May
May
May
May
Mav
kfa~
May
June
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Well Location
(County)

—
i 983
Ritchie, WV
i 983
Roane, VIV
1983
Boone, WV
Noble, OH
1983
1983
Jackson. WV
Washingt&,
OH
1983
1983
Meigs, OH
Ritchie, WV
1983
1983
Rhchie, VW
1983
Ritchie, WV
19B3
Ritchie, WV
1983 Second stage of No. 11
1983
Ritchie, WV
Wirt, Wv
1983
1983
Rhchie, WV
1983
Ritchie, WV
1983 Second stage of No. 16

Formation
Name
Gordon sand “—
Devonian’ shale
Devonian shale
Cow run sand
Devonian shale
Devonian shale
Devonian shale
sand
Devonian shale
Devcmian 3h31e
Devonian shale
Devonian shale
Devoniari shale
Devoniah sha18
Devonian shale
Devonian shale
Devonian shale

.

Treatment
Volume
(bbl)

Treatment
Rate
(bbllmin)

670
1,220
1,830
500
1,450
1.630
1;140
780
i ,290
3,640
630
780
2,260
837
800
1,000
1;250

30
61
61
10
57
52
26
49
57
92
36
46
50
40
33
50
50

Type
20/40
20/40
2d/40
20/40
20140
20/40
20/40
20/40
40/60
20/40
20/40
20/40
20/40
20/40
2CI/40
20/40
20/40

sand
sand
sand
sand
sand
sand
sand
sand
sand
3and
sand
sand
sand
sand
sand
sand
sand

Amount
in Fracture
(Ibm)
1,300
0
2,806
1,100
3,s00
3,000
2,800
3.100
3;800
5,200
2,500
5,100
5,400
300
2,000
0
0
905

TABLE3—PRODUCTION
DATA

11
12

;5
16
17

TO DATE

Initial Production
After Cleanup

Production After
i Month

Production After
6 Months

20 Mscf/D open flow
200 Mscf/D open flow
660 Mscf/D open flow
10 Mscf/D open flow
160 MscflD open flow
30 Mscf/D ooen flow
60 Mscf/D o~en flow
? (two-zone completion)
30 Mscf/D in fine
325 BOPD in fine
401 Mscf/D in fine
70 Mscf/D in line
700 psig on 32f64 choke
commingled with Job 11,
above
10 BOPD
... hfscf/D open flow
5 BOPD
4 BOPD
commingled with Job 16,
above

shut-in
shut-in
shut-in
shut-in
shut-in
20 Mscf/D in tine
56 Mscf/D in he
unavailable
30 Mscf/D in he
90 BOPD
20 Msof/D in Iiine
shut-in

inteirnitierit
50 Mscf/D
60 Mscf/D
unavailable
30 Mscf/D
unavailaMe
intermittent
unavailable
well recompleted
5 BOPD
10 Mscf/D in Nne
30 Mscf/D in hne

Job Number.
1
2
3
4
5
6.
7
8
9
10

ON WELLS TREATED

Fig. 10—Comparative

production data.

Third, in jobs that screened out, sufice pressure rise was
not instantaneous, indicating a blockage out in the fracture rather than at the perforations. Taking these three
obscrvationi into consideration, it appe~ed that proppant
transport was efficient enough to place proppant in the
fracture and effectively move it away from the wellbore.
Irr conjunction with TabIe 2, Table 3 and Fig. 10 contain production data from the wells treated with nitrogen
gas mrd sand. Any evaluation of these results shordd consider the unconventionality of Devonian shale. Production from the shafe is dominated by natural and created
fracture systems. 4 A comparison between two offset
yeffs may not be possible simply because they”did not
intersect into the same locsfized natural fractnre system.
To’ be statistically significant, i large population of
perhaps 100 wells or more with similar reservoir conditions would be needed. Such data nre not yet available.
Table 3 lists three categories of production results: initial, 1 month, and 6 months. The initkd production figures
are complete, but tie more significant l-month and

28 BOPD
shut-in
4 BOPD
8 BOPD

19 BOPD
.,, . .

ch!!t.in

3 BOPD
2 BOPD

6-month columns show many shut-ins and unavailable
data. comparison of only initial flow rims for various fracture processes (i.e., liquid-fonmkmd, gas only, gas/sand)
would not be very meaningful and could give erroneous
expectations for long-term cumulative production. Obviously, the Iiquid-foanvbased metkods may require
severnl months of well cleanup before maximum production is reached snd tme decline occurs. Tbe initial flows
with just nitrogen and no proppant in the fracture to create
a pressure drop, on the con~,
would be much larger
than ga.+aaxrdor Iiquid-foadsnnd processes. Such lnrge
initial flow dsti wordd be grossly misrepresefitative if,
after the well is flowed back, the fractures close either
parily or completely.
Fig. 10 does present some data that will aflow a comparison between the nitrogen-gaslsand treatment s.nd a
nitrogen-gas-only treatment. Well G.C. 1 (Job 13) was
treated with nitrogen gas snd sand, whereas Well G.C.
2 (Jobs 16 snd 17) was treated with nitrogen only. (Equipment problems prevented the originally intended gas/sa@
treatment.)
These two wells are offsets intersecting into the sane
localized mtural fracture system. The logs, reservoir
prcwrues, perforated intervnls, and treatment volnmes and
rates for both weIls will correlate closely. However, FIg.
106bows the monthly Dil production for these two w,e!.ls
to be quite far apaq. Well G. C. 1 produces much better
than Well G.C. 2. Well G.C. 1 had 5,400 Ibm [2450 I@
of 20/40-mesh sand placed in the fracture during the
sdmnlation treatment, whereas no sand was put into WelI
G.C. 2. Placement of the proppant ip the fractore evidently resnlted in a higher fr?ciore conductivity in W+ G.C.
1 thmr in Welf G.C. 2, and r&dted iD increased oil production.
Conclusions
In thk paper, we have described the evolution of a new
methnd for stimulating Devonian shale wells. This process involves pumping nitrogeir gas to cr6ate fractnres in
the ahsle and then placing proppant into those fractures
with gas. This process was conceived as SDalternative
JOURNALOFPETROLEUM
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to other stimulation methods that have not yielded the
desired results.
An approach combining laboratory and tield &ta was
used to investigate the nitrogen-gasknd process. Results
of the investigation are as follows
1. Proppant cmr be added to a high-veIocity nitrogen
gas stream using presently available eqnipment with some
modification.
2. Nitrogen gas will create a fracture wide enough to
accept 20/40-mesh proppant.
3. Nitrogen gas will tmnsport 20/40-mesh proppant
efficiently into the fracture and move it effectively away
from Ore wellbnre.
4. Production information to &te is not snfflcient
enough to be significant. However, data from two similar
wells show the nitmgen-gaskurd treatment to be superior
to a nitrogen-gas-only treatment.
Theoretical and exField data are rapidfy amulating.
perimental studies are continuing.
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S1 Metric Conversion Factnrs
bbl
CUft
ft
in.
Ibm
psi
Cwmion

X
X
X
x

1.589873
2.831685
3.048*
2.54*
x 4.535924
x 6.894757

mm is exact.

E–01
E–02
E–01
E+OO
E–01
E+OO

=
=
=
=
=
=

m3
mg
m
cm
kg
kpa
m
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